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PLENTY HAPPENING IN THE FALL
 TVB President and CEO Steve Lanzao notes that 
political spending is going to likely be 30% higher than 
the 2018 midterms.  And primaries through May have 
exceeded 2018. “Fundraising has doubled since 2018. 
It’s going to be a good year for political spending on 
TV.  Forecasts believe spending will exceed $4 billion, 
a 30% hike over the $3.1B spent four years ago.”
  There’s more money because of more tight races, and 
because of additional contributions brought on by Roe -v- 
Wade, and even down ballot races.  “Not much money 
was spent on down ballot races, like Attorney General, in 
the past, but voters are realizing the importance of those 
positions, which means more money,” said Lanzano.
  What categories will likely be the big 
spenders in the second half of the year? 
“Services, health and financial firms, said 
Lanzano.  “They’re not as large as consumer 
products or quick service restaurants,” but 
the are not likely to cut back on spending.
  Automotive is still soft, but, “we expect to 
start seeing a turnaround next year,” said 
Lanzano, adding that Sports betting, which picks up in 
the fall, should be strong this year, and with more states 
making sports betting legal, should be a strong category 
for TV for ‘years to come.”
  Corey Elliott, Executive Vice President of Local Market 
Intelligence at Borrell Associates, believes TV revenue 
in the second half of the year will be healthy. “Local TV 
is already up 4.7% over 2021 and 17% over pandemic-
stricken 2020. The rest of 2022 has nothing to do with 
television; it has to do with whether or not there will be a 
recession.”
  But there is plenty of revenue to be had. Pay attention 
to recession-proof advertisers like grocery, food and 
beverage, and general merchandise, which returned to 
pre-recession sales in under a year. 
 “That kind of advertiser will recover quickly if there is a 
recession.”
  Regarding avails in the second 
half, his advice is to book early. And 
plan now for campaigns that need to 
run after the elections.
  Elliott says research shows many 
local clients are interested in OTT 
- but half of them don’t know what 
that means. “Their posting video 
on social media channels and 
their website, but they need the 
expertise of local TV sellers to show 
them how to succeed using video.   
(Continued on page 2)

TV’S SECOND-HALF 2022 REVENUE – BLUE SKIES AHEAD
ADVERTISER NEWS
  Chick-fil-A has maintained its position as America’s 
favorite restaurant for eighth year, says the American 
Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI).  Following Chick-
fil-A in the fast food category, sandwich chain Jimmy 
John’s and “All Other” fast food chains scored 79 this 
year. Domino’s and KFC both scored 78, while four 
chains — Chipotle, Panera, Pizza Hut and Starbucks 
— scored 77….The Wall Street Journal reported on 
Friday that multiple McDonald’s locations across the US 
have stopped advertising $1 beverages of any size and 
have quietly raised their prices. McDonald’s has been 
hit with rising costs as inflation continues climbing in the 
US and worldwide.  In other McDonalds news, the fast 

food leader debuts a month-long virtual 
Camp McDonald’s today, offering the 
brand’s smartphone app users food deals, 
menu hacks, merchandise and exclusive 
concerts. As part of the camp, McDonald’s 
will be sharing menu hacks and deals on 
menu items like an Apple Pie McFlurry 
and a McFlurry Sandwich (ice cream and 

cookies) on July 20.... After nearly doubling its operations 
capacity over the past two years to keep up with a 
pandemic-fueled demand surge, Amazon is pumping the 
brakes on its expansion plans. Amazon is delaying some 
warehouse openings so it can reduce 2022 operating 
expenses following a rocky Q1 earnings report… Bassett 
Furniture reported $128.7 million in Q2 sales, an $18.7 
million increase over the same quarter in 2021, and more 
than a $10 million increase over last quarter. Retail sales 
were $75.6 million, a $13.1 million boost over 2021, and 
a $10 million boost over last quarter. Wholesale sales 
climbed $11.5 million to $87.5 million, a 15% increase 
over 2021.…That didn’t take long; CVS announced it will 
remove its purchase limit on Plan B pills as sales have 
returned to normal. (Continued on page 3)
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TOP QRS OF 2021
   We mentioned top restaurants by customer service on 
page one.  But the list of restaurants by sales shapes up 
a little different.
 There is usually a little drama in the list of top 10 
restaurant chains ranked by sales, and it was no different 
in 2021.
  According to Nation’s Restaurant News, all but one 
among the Top 10 restaurant chains grew their sales 
last year — half of them by double-digit percentages 
— perhaps reflecting beneficial 
comparisons with pandemic stricken 
2020. Only Subway saw a decline in 
U.S. sales - McDonald’s took the top 
of the chart with $45 billion in sales, a 
nearly 14% increase year-over-year, 
followed at a distance by Starbucks 
with $22 billion, a nearly 20% increase. 
McDonald’s shrank its U.S. unit count to 
13,429 units in 2021, while Starbucks 
grew minimally by 0.7% to 15,450. 
McDonald’s’ average unit volumes 
grew nearly 16% to $3.4 million, while Starbucks’ AUVs 
climbed more than 18% to $1.4 million.
 Chick-fil-A squeezed past Taco Bell to claim the No. 
3 rank in sales, though Chick-fil-A’s numbers were only 
$800,000 higher.
  Dunkin, Burger King, Wendy’s, Subway, Jimmy 

John’s, were next.  And for the first time, 
Chipotle joined the top 10, at #10. Chipotle 
entered the Top 10 sales ranking for the 
first time with $6.48 billion in sales, jumping 
from the No. 12 slot last year, and edging 
Panera out of the elite circle.
Chipotle’s sales in the U.S. grew nearly 

20% in 2021, resulting in AUVs of $2.2 million.

2022 - SECOND HALF 
(Continued from page 1)
   TVB’s Lanzano agrees, saying, “Managing inventory 
is so important during the remaining month of 2022.  
Local advertisers will survive by 
placing their ads early.  Still, local 
advertisers need to understand 
that the 60-90 day period before 
an election is not the best time to 
launch a new product. 
   TV avails are tight because the 
medium works so well.  And if 
political candidates didn’t know 
this, they wouldn’t be increasing 
their investment in TV.  “The polls 
move when candidates advertise.  
If the polls didn’t move, the candidates would look 
elsewhere for advertising.  TV is reaching the most 
people and continues to be the most effective medium,” 
says Lanzano.
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Josh Billings

  Time is like money; the less 
we have of it to spare, the 

further we make it go.

AVAILS
  WLFI-TV 18, the CBS Network Affiliate in West 
Lafayette, IN – the home of Purdue University, has 
a career opportunity as a Local Sales 
Manager. The Local Sales Manager is 
responsible for leading, teaching, and 
motivating the sales team along with 
growing local revenue. A Bachelor’s degree 
with a minimum of three (3) years of sales 
management experience including local and digital 

sales required. Apply online at www.
wlfi.com. Allen Media Broadcasting 
is an equal opportunity employer. 
  Hearst Television’s WMOR-TV, a top 
independent station in the country, 
is seeking a dynamic Local Sales 
Manager. The LSM will lead our team 
selling our Triopoly of stations and 
digital products. Individual must have 
strong leadership and team building 
skills to compliment deep knowledge 
of the television and digital media 

sales. Five or more years in television and digital media, 
including previous management experience preferred. 
Click HERE to apply.
   Hearst Television’s WMOR-TV, in beautiful Tampa 
Bay, is seeking a dynamic National Sales Assistant.

This person will provide 
support to the National 
team in the fast-paced 
environment. Individual must 
have excellent organizational 
and communications skills. 

National or local sales support experience a plus. We 
are a destination company in a great market, with an 
amazing team that offers a tremendous opportunity for 
the right person. Click HERE to apply.

SAY GOODBYE TO THE OLYMPIC CHANNEL
   NBC Sports is ending its five-year-old Olympic 
Channel on September 30 of this year.
   The Olympic Channel launched in the second half 
of 2017 for NBC Sports, with partners International 
Olympic Committee and U.S. Olympic Committee.
  The Channel aired live events during 
the 2020 Tokyo Summer Olympics. In 
non-Olympic periods, it programmed 
many Olympics-related sports -- track 
and field, gymnastics, triathlons, 
skiing, among others.
  The bulk of the live Olympics event coverage every 
other year -- 16 days each for the Summer and Winter 
games -- airs primarily on NBC Television Network, and 
on some NBCUniversal cable TV networks.
  iSpot.tv estimates national TV advertising revenues for 
the Olympic Channel totaled $18.5 million over the last two 
years (June 2020 to June 2022)
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FunnyTweeter.com

If there were a prize for not 
having even one winning 

number on multiple  
Powerball tickets,  

I would be a millionaire.

DO CONVENIENCE STORES DO WELL?
  QSR Magazine says not only do they do well, In one 
study, consumers are putting C-stores on par with fast 
food. 
  The notion C-stores would knock on the door of quick-
service market share isn’t a new one. On a grab-and-go, 
speed aim, the categories often share consumer profiles. 
Today, there are 148,026 C-stores in the U.S., of which 
116,641 offer fuel, according to NACS. These sell an 
estimated 80 percent of the fuel purchased in the entire 
country.
  In June, the nationwide average price 
for a gallon of gas hit $5 for the first time, 
per AAA. As info and researc website 
TheHustle points out, skyrocketing 
fuel prices don’t necessarily help gas 
stations. The average profit from gas 
is typically $0.03 to $0.07 per gallon. 
According to a study from NACS, 44 
percent of customers go inside. Among 
those, one in three end up buying 
something to indulge on. Those goods 
account for about 30 percent of an average gas station’s 
revenue, but 70 percent of the profit. Gross margins 
on certain items, per TheHustle, can be upward of 50 
percent.
  In a lot of ways, gas is beacon to get a guest to a 
C-store. So given the climate, it’s fair to project they’re 

going to have to turn to other services to lure 
traffic. Food chief among them. 7-Eleven’s 
“Evolution Store,” which hit the market last 
April, featured two restaurants—Raise 
the Roost Chicken and Biscuit, and Parlor 
Pizza. All of the brand’s Evolution units 

include restaurant concepts (this was the first to boast 
two). At the time, executives said 7-Eleven expected to 
open “nearly 150” restaurants across the calendar.

HYUNDAI CUTS THREE FROM ITS LINEUP
  Hyundai is trimming its car lineup to focus on crossovers 
and its budding battery-electric Ioniq subbrand. For the 
2023 model year, the Korean automaker will cut the 

Accent subcompact sedan, the 
Veloster N hatchback and both 
the hybrid and plug-in hybrid 
variants of the Ioniq compact car.
The last sedans standing for the 
brand will be the Ioniq 6 all-electric 
midsize sedan that will go on sale 

in early 2023, and the midsize Sonata and compact 
Elantra, which Hyundai says are both still in demand in 
a market now dominated by crossovers.
  Automotive News says through June, sales of the Sonata 
slid 64 percent and sales of the Elantra slid 34 percent, 
as Hyundai prioritizes production of its higher-margin 
crossovers and electric vehicles. But the Elantra ended 
2021 up 18 percent, with sales topping 124,420. Sonata 
sales hit 93,142 last year, representing an increase of 21 
percent.

SUNDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY

ADVERTISER NEWS (Continued from page 1)
  Larrabee’s Furniture + Design, a family-owned 
Denver, Colorado business since 1962, is wrapping 
up operations by the end of 2022, when its lease at 
E. County Line Road expires.....And to brighten your 
day, according to data from the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention, 33% of Americans should be 
masking while indoors and an additional 36% should be 
considering the measure based on their risk for severe 
COVID-19.

MUCH OF A THREAT TO TV IS 
TIKTOK?
 For more than a decade, cable and 
broadcast executives brushed aside 
the threat of cable TV “cord cutting” 
as either a nonexistent threat or a 
temporary phenomenon. There were 
endless reports about how these 
users were poor and unimportant (they 
weren’t), or how the phenomenon 
would end once Millennials bought 

homes and starting procreating (it didn’t). 
  Now, according to Hyperbot.com, traditional cable and 
media executives seem to ignore the threat that TikTok 
poses to their traditional video empires. Last year, 
one stat indicated that TikTok users were spending 90 
minutes a day on the app, eating into traditional TV time. 
Meanwhile, 90.3% of broadcast and cable networks saw 
notable audience decline between 2016 and 2021.
  Here’s an example of why TV or any media seller should 
pay attention; It used to be that when brides-to-be got 
engaged, bridal magazines were the bibles on planning 
a wedding. But the next generation of couples has a new 
source of information—TikTok.
  David’s Bridal has had tremendous success using 
TikTok. One video posted in March highlighted wedding 
dresses that cost under $1,000. The video went viral with 
15.5 million views.


